S232: The use of unspecific anti-inflammation medicine Dexalgyn and phytomedicine Prostamol Uno at patients with the syndrome of chronic pelvic pain
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INTRODUCTION & OBJECTIVES: The estimation of efficiency of the DEXALGYN and PROSTAMOL UNO at 110 patients with the syndrome of chronic pelvic pain was carried out. 110 patients with the syndrome of chronic pelvic pain were examined before and after the treatment.

MATERIAL & METHODS: Patients took DEXALGYN 1 pill in a dose 25 mgs twice a day and PROSTAMOL UNO 1 pill in the evening during 30 days. age of patients - from 31 to 49 years old. Clinical presentation for patients before treatment: the pain syndrome disturbed all 110(100%) patients, dysuric phenomena - 64(58.2%), violations of sexual function were diagnosed at 24(21.8%) patients.

RESULTS: As a result the pain feeling is liquidated upon termination of course of treatment at 106 (96.4%) from 110 inspected patients, dysuric phenomena were disappeared at 58 (90.6%) from 64 patients. Indexes, characterizing urination from data of different methods became better as follows. IPSS before treatment was 16.3+1.2, after treatment 4.9+0.6(P<0.05) Amount of urinations during night diminished from 2.4+0.3 to 0.5+0.1(P<0.05). The index of quality of life of QOL diminished from 5.4+0.3 to 1.1+0.1(P<0.05). Apparently on all indexes the improvement of indexes characterizing urination were certainly improved. Efficiency of treatment was 96.4%. The side effects are marked at 9.9% cases.

CONCLUSIONS: The received results allow recommending Dexalgyn and Prostamol Uno for the use in andrological practice.
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